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About This Game

Help the chieftain find his bride and restore the once-beautiful home of the islanders with Island Tribe 3, the wonderful new
chapter in the hit resource collection series. After making a wish in front of the Altar of Wishes, the islanders find themselves
back home on their island - the great volcano no longer threatening their well-being. Can you restore the tribe to prosperity?

follow the islanders along their fun journey in this sim/tycoon challenge

rebuild their island home through 44 all-new stages in four colorful lands

construct useful buildings and collect needed resources including food and water

restore magic totems to clear a path and reveal special surprises
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i started the time management genre with the 7 games of hercules. Since they do not create any more games for that series, i
started browsing around for other games like this. this game is actually put together a lot better as hercules and you need to use a
larger portion of your brain to complete this game.

story : really not interesting
gameplay : fluent
nicest thing i noticed, campfires to shine light upon a work area, actually burn out over time
biggest con, after each level, it takes about 12 seconds for the game to show a score screen with 'skip' option to start playing the
next level.... Pretty easy time management game, but not bad. Still not a fan of the fog of war, but it bugged me less than it did
in Island Tribe 1. However, it gets a downvote from me because the fourth bonus level doesn't work, a bug that's been known
since 2011 and was supposedly fixed in 2012. Did they upload an old build to Steam or something?
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